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Smarty cutters with slice ceramic blade
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The Slice ceramic safety blade Utility Knives allows the user to
choose from three different options.

Utility Knife Manual 10550Utility Knife Manual 10550 with one of five blade positions, customizing
the blade length for each job.

Utility Knife Auto-Retract 10554Utility Knife Auto-Retract 10554 gives you a long blade to cut through thick
materials--including triple-walled cardboard, then pulls back to keep you
safe when you're done.

The Slice Smart-Retract Utility Knife 10558The Slice Smart-Retract Utility Knife 10558 combines our patented
ceramic blade with the next advance in safety features: smart-retract
technology. Smart-retract ensures that the blade retracts as soon as it
loses contact with your cutting material, even if you forget to release the
blade slider. This protects against slipping accidents because the blade is
exposed only when it's doing its job.

Designed for cutting a variety of materials from clamshell packaging to
triple-walled cardboard, the Utility Knives combines strength with
superior safety features. It comes with a rounded tip ceramic safety blade
that lasts up to 10x longer than steel and is safer to handle. The
ambidextrous glass-filled-nylon handle outlasts typical plastic handles for
a durable and versatile safety tool that cuts your material cleanly and
effortlessly.

- easy no-tool blade change
- safer than metal blades
- durable glass-filled nylon (GFN) handle
- ambidextrous use
- lanyard hole for easy transport
- blade is chemically inert, never rusts
- non-conductive, non-magnetic blades
- 24-millimeter blade cuts triple-walled cardboard
- incl. 1 rounded-tip blade 10526

Slice 10550

Slice 10554
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Article No SLICE 10550 10554 10058

Size 155 x 35 x 17 mm

Weight 70 g

Material Reinforced Nylon

Blade Ceramic 10526

Blade change Yes

Stainless steel No

Detectable No

Color Black

Food safe No

Order number 10550 10554 10058

Cutting depth 20 mm

Replacement blade 10526 or rounded tip 10528

Packaging unit 5 pcs

GS-Certificate Upon request

EAN 4262408161653
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